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Modeling and Inverse Compensation of Hysteresis
in Supercoiled Polymer Artificial Muscles
Jun Zhang, Kaushik Iyer, Anthony Simeonov, and Michael C. Yip, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The supercoiled polymer (SCP) actuator is a recently discovered artificial muscle that demonstrates significant
mechanical power, large contraction, and good dynamic range
in a muscle-like form factor. There has been a rapid increase
of research efforts devoted to the study of SCP actuators. For
robotics, SCP actuators overcome specific challenges of artificial
muscles such as shape memory alloy wires, where limited strain
and slow dynamics, and power consumption had limited their
use. It is known that hysteresis nonlinearity results from coiling
the threads, and can cause up to 30% strain difference under the
same voltage; however, no work has been reported to characterize
the hysteresis in SCP actuators. In this paper, three new models
are formulated to characterize the hysteretic relationship between
three coupled variables (voltage input, strain, and load) of an SCP
actuator, namely, the augmented generalized Prandtl–Ishlinskii
model, the augmented Preisach model, and the augmented linear
model. By incorporating the relationship between hysteresis
curves and loading forces, the proposed models can efficiently
characterize the hysteresis. Open-loop position control is further
realized through inverse compensation. Experimental results show
that the proposed schemes can effectively estimate and compensate
the hysteresis. For the first time, the hysteresis characterization
and compensation of SCP actuators are successfully demonstrated,
such that accurate robot control can be realized.
Index Terms—Hydraulic/pneumatic actuators, novel actuators
for natural machine motion.

I. INTRODUCTION
S a recently discovered artificial muscle, the super-coiled
polymer (SCP) actuators demonstrate significant mechanical power, large contraction, and good dynamic range in a
muscle-like form factor [1]. Originally, SCP actuators were
produced by twisting carbon nanotube (CNT) yarns until coils
were formed and were capable of being activated electrically,
chemically, and photonically [2]. It was recently showed that
the similar effect can be obtained using commercially available
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Fig. 1. (a) A super-coiled polymer (SCP) muscle constructed from coiling a
nylon thread (V Technical Textiles, 110/34 dtex). One SCP actuator at (b) room
temperature (uncontracted), and at (c) high temperature (contracted). 15% contraction is observed. (d) Comparison between a generalized Prandtl-Ishlinskii
(GPI) model and a linear model for capturing the hysteresis between displacement and voltage of an SCP actuator under 30 g loading.

nylon fishing lines and sewing threads by Joule heating [3], as
shown in Fig. 1(a)–(c). Up to 20% tensile actuations (strain)
were demonstrated with the non-mandrel-coiled SCP actuators.
The mandrel-coiled ones can generate up to 50% strain [3]. Our
recent work [4] demonstrated that the relaxation time of SCP
actuators was on the order of 1s. SCP actuators produce significantly larger strain and have faster relaxation speed, compared
to shape memory alloy (SMA) wires, which only produce 4-5%
strain and the relaxation time often results in an order of 10 s [5],
[6]. Despite being a recent discovery, SCP actuators show strong
promise of being a transformative artificial muscle technology
for robotics and mechatronic systems in general.
There has been a rapid increase of research efforts devoted
to fabrication, characterization and application of SCP actuators. By coating nylon fishing line with conductive silver paint,
Joule heating can be utilized to control the SCP actuators [7].
The mechanical behavior of SCP actuators was characterized by
testing the elastic modulus and tensile stroke over a wide range
of temperature values and loads [8]. The thermoelectric properties of SCP actuators were described and compared under still
air, forced air, and water environments [4]. Various applications
utilizing SCP actuators have been recently developed. In our
paper [4], we demonstrated the first robotic hand and arm with
SCP actuation. In [9], a biomimetic structure of SCP actuators
imitating the human pennate muscle was presented, and the ability to change stiffness was demonstrated. SCP actuators were
utilized for driving robotic fingers in [4], [10], [11]. The design
of a wearable wrist orthosis incorporated with SCP actuators
was demonstrated in [12], showing promise in rehabilitation
therapy and human assistance.
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With the significant interest in SCP actuators among the
robotics community, however, limited work has been conducted
to study the modeling and control of these actuators. Coiling
and twisting of fiber threads was suggested to introduce friction
and nonlinear hysteretic effects [1]. Prior studies have reported
the hysteretic relationships between force and strain [4], [9],
and strain and temperature [3] in SCP actuators, but no work
has been available on characterizing and compensating the hysteresis. As shown in Fig. 1(d), the linear model fails to capture
the hysteresis and could produce over 15% modeling error. Our
preliminary work [4] is the first to model and control SCP actuators, but hysteresis was not considered in the analysis. Force and
position control were realized [12]–[14], but only linear models and controls were adopted. The existing methods accounted
for hysteresis in a damping term that only provided a modest
approximation of hysteresis, and only for dynamic behavior,
but cannot describe the static hysteretic effects. Thus, control
deficiencies existed, especially in open-loop control.
Modeling and control of systems with hysteresis has been
an active research area, especially for various smart materialsbased systems. While physics-based models [15] only work
for particular materials, phenomenological models present a
more generalizable solution and are more widely adopted
[16]–[29]. Prandtl-Ishlinskii (PI) model [16]–[22] and Preisach
model [23]–[26] are among the most popular hysteresis models,
and have both proven to be effective. The PI model consists of
a weighted superposition of play operators and has lower computational cost compared with the Preisach model [22]. While
the classical PI (CPI) model [17] only works for symmetric
hysteresis, the generalized PI (GPI) model [18], [21], [22] can
capture asymmetric hysteresis. Existing studies often adopt a
single hysteresis model to capture a particular hysteretic relationship [18], [19], [24]. However, the hysteresis curves in
SCP actuators between voltage input and contraction length are
different under different loading forces, which further complicates the modeling. A predominant class of control strategies
for hysteretic systems involves approximate cancellation of the
hysteresis through inverse compensation [17]–[19], [24], [25],
[30]–[32]. While the realization of the Preisach model inverse
involves numerical iteration [24], [25], the GPI model has an
analytical inverse [18] for efficient implementation.
This paper presents the first study on the modeling and inverse
compensation of hysteresis in SCP actuators. Three new models are formulated to characterize a series of hysteresis curves
between voltage input and contraction length of an SCP actuator under different loading forces, namely, the augmented GPI
model, the augmented Preisach model, and the augmented linear model. By incorporating the relationship between hysteresis
curves and loading forces, the proposed models can efficiently
characterize and estimate the hysteresis in SCP actuators. Openloop position control is further realized through inverse compensation. Experimental results show that the proposed schemes can
effectively estimate and compensate the hysteresis. The modeling and control accuracy as well as the computational efficiency of the three approaches are compared. For example, the
maximum modeling errors are 7.5%, 7.3%, and 20.4%, under
the augmented GPI, Preisach, and linear models, respectively.
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Fig. 2. (a) The hysteresis between voltage and displacement of an SCP actuator under different loading forces. (b) Displacement ranges (upper figure) and
initial displacements (lower figure) under different loading forces. Note how the
force, voltage and displacements are coupled, a challenge for realizing robot
control.

The contributions of this work are: (1) hysteresis modeling for
SCP actuators using augmented versions of three popular hysteresis modeling methods, (2) inverse compensation of SCP
actuators for open-loop position control, (3) experimental validation of modeling and inverse compensation.
II. CHARACTERIZATION AND DISCUSSION
A. Characterization
Heating the SCP actuator causes significant contraction,
which can be explained as follows. Before coiling, the polymer chains within the thread are parallel. These polymer chains
are twisted into helices when the thread is coiled. When the
coiled thread is heated, both length contraction of the polymer
chains and thread diameter expansion cause thread untwist. The
produced torque of untwisting induces the contraction. More
details can be found in [3].
To fully characterize the hysteresis in SCP actuators, the relationship between voltage input and the steady-state contraction
length were measured under different loading forces. Loading
forces were generated by attaching weights to the actuator, and
the contraction length was measured based on the displacement
of the weights. Since the time constants of the thermal dynamics
are 1-5 s [4], each voltage step was held for 60 s, ensuring that
the steady-state displacement would have been reached.
Fig. 2(a) shows a series of major hysteresis curves between
voltage and displacement under loading forces ranging from
294 mN to 980 mN. The voltage range is [0, 5.1] V, and the
displacement range is [0, 16.75] mm. Since the actuator length
changes with loading forces, the initial displacement of each
hysteresis curve is also different. Fig. 2(b) shows the relationships between displacement range and loading force, and between the initial displacement and loading force.
B. Why Hysteresis Modeling is Needed
In this paper, the term “index” refers to the numbering of
the quasi-static voltage and displacement values. The performance is measured by the maximum and RMS percentages of
the absolute errors divided by the displacement range:
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Fig. 3. Modeling error comparison between a GPI model and a linear model.
The modeling performances of the models are shown in Fig. 1(d).

maxi {|ei |}M
i=1
× 100%,
(1)
P

M
2 M
i=1 {ei }i=1 /M
ERM S =
× 100%.
(2)
P
where ei denotes the displacement error, M is the number of
data-points to be evaluated, and P is the displacement range.
They are denoted as the “maximum error” and the “RMS error”
in this paper.
In order to better motivate this work, a GPI model and a
linear model are compared for capturing the hysteresis when
30 g loading is used. Fig. 1(d) shows that the GPI model can
accurately characterize the hysteresis, while the linear model
can only provide a rough approximation. Fig. 3 shows the modeling errors of the two approaches. The effectiveness of the GPI
model is evident. The GPI model will be described in depth in
Section III. A Preisach model and a linear model will also be
adopted in this work.
Em ax =

C. What’s Unique About Coil-based Actuators
With the unique composition of twists and coils, the modeling and control of SCP actuators present unique challenges
that do not lend themselves well to prior methods. Coiling and
twisting of fiber threads was suggested to introduce friction
and hysteretic nonlinear effects [1]. Although macro-scale helical spring analysis and molecular level chain interaction study
can be adopted to study the physics of the SCP actuator [33],
the analysis is complicated and does not consider hysteresis.
This also means that SMA modeling is not directly applicable. SCP actuators modeling is an open challenge. Phenomenological hysteresis models provide a promising alternative for
modeling the SCP actuators.
III. PROPOSED HYSTERESIS MODELS
In this section, an augmented hysteresis model is proposed
by incorporating the relationship between hysteresis curves and
loading forces. Three methods, namely, a GPI model, a Preisach
model, and a linear model, are adopted to capture the hysteresis
between normalized displacement and voltage.
A. Augmented Hysteresis Model
In order to characterize a series of hysteresis curves with
different loading forces, individual hysteresis model could be
separately identified and then combined [20]. However, then

Fig. 4.

A generalized play operator.

the model will be overly complicated. In [27], a Maxwell-slip
model was proposed as a lumped-parametric model for pneumatic artificial muscle. The virgin curve equation was adopted
to describe the friction force. Yet, because it only characterized a particular physical phenomenon (isotropic friction), the
proposed method cannot be directly adopted.
By modeling the relationship between the offset of hysteresis
curve D and loading force F as D = f1 (F ), and the range
of hysteresis curve P and loading force as P = f2 (F ), the
following model is proposed:
y(t) = f2 (F ) · H[v](t) + f1 (F ),

(3)

where H[v](t) denotes the hysteresis between normalized displacement and voltage. Due to the fact that the hysteresis curves
shown in Fig. 2(a) is monotonically decreasing, H[vm in ](t) = 0,
H[vm ax ](t) = −1. A GPI model, a Preisach model, and a linear
model are employed to capture H[v](t).
The proposed model assumes the relationship between displacement and loading force to be linear. In practice, hysteresis
between displacement and force is observed, but relatively small
(less than 7.5% error at most) whereas other hysteretic effects
between voltage and displacement are significantly larger, and
thus inverse compensation is performed on the dominant hysteresis variables. We will discuss our ideas on how one might
define and handle multi-dimensional hysteresis (which is currently an open question in hysteresis modeling) in Section VII.
B. Augmented GPI Model
The GPI model consists of a weighted superposition of generalized play operators. For a given voltage input v(t), the output
w(t) of a generalized play operator with radius r is written as
(as shown in Fig. 4)
w(t) = Gγr [v](t) = grγ (v(t), Gγr [v](t− )),

(4)

where grγ (v(t), w(t− )) is defined as
grγ (v(t), w(t− )) =
⎧
−
⎪
⎨ max(γR (v(t)) − r, w(t )),
min(γL (v(t)) + r, w(t− )),
⎪
⎩
w(t− ),

if v(t) > v(t− )
if v(t) < v(t− )
−

if v(t) = v(t ),

(5)
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where t− = lim> 0,→0 t − . The envelope functions of the
generalized play operator, γL (·) and γR (·), are chosen to be
strictly increasing. The condition γR (v(t)) − r ≤ γL (v(t)) + r
is required to meet the order preservation property of the hysteresis behavior [25].
The output of the GPI model is written in integral form:
 R
ye (t) =
p(r)Gγr [v](t)dr + c,
(6)
0

where R is the maximum radius, p(r) represents the weight
function, and c is a constant bias.
In practical implementation, the integration is realized by
discretization. The GPI model is adopted to fit H[v](t) by
N

p(rj )Gγrj [v](t) + c,

HGPI [v](t) =

(7)

j =0

where p(rj ) is the weight of the j-th generalized play operator,
and rj is the corresponding play radius. The number of the
generalized play operators is N + 1. This approach (Eq. (3) and
Eq. (7)) is denoted as the “augmented GPI model”.
Parameters of the GPI model can be identified through minimization of an error-squared function between the normalized
experimental displacement and the model output. The minimization problem can be solved with the MATLAB command
fmincon. More details can be found in [16]–[22].

Illustration of the inverse compensation of SCP actuators.

IV. INVERSE COMPENSATION
The goal of inverse compensation is to realize open-loop
control by constructing an inverse hysteresis model to approximately cancel out the hysteresis, as shown in Fig. 5. The inverse
of the augmented GPI model can be implemented efficiently,
and the derivation is provided. The inverse of the other two approaches are also realized in this work, but the detailed derivation is not presented. The reader is referred to [17], [18], [22] for
more details on GPI model inversion, and [23]–[26] on Preisach
model inversion.
A. Inversion of GPI Model: HGPI [v](t)
Denote the desired output as yd , the goal is to find v̂, such
that yd ≈ HGPI [v̂](t). The GPI model can be rewritten as [18]
⎧ −1
−1
−
⎪
⎨ γR ◦ Π ◦ (yd − c), if yd (t) > yd (t )
v̂(t) = γL−1 ◦ Π−1 ◦ (yd − c), if yd (t) < yd (t− )
(10)
⎪
⎩ −
−
if yd (t) = yd (t ),
v̂(t ),
where “◦” denotes the composition of functions or operators,
Π−1 is the inversion of a CPI model and is expressed as [17]

C. Augmented Preisach Model
The Preisach model consists of a weighted superposition of
delayed relays. Practical model implementation involves discretization of Preisach weight function to obtain a finite number of cells [24]. When the discretization level of the Preisach
model is L, the number of cells is L(L + 1)/2. The model parameter consists of the weight of each cell. The identification
of the Preisach model can be reformulated as a constraint linear
least-squares problem and solved with the MATLAB command
lsqnonneg. More details can be found in [23]–[26]. The Preisach
model is used to capture H[v](t):
L L +1−i

HPreisach [v](t) =

μij sij [v](t) + c2 ,
i=1

Fig. 5.

(8)

j =1

where μij is the weight for cell (i, j), sij [v](t) is the signed area
of the cell (i, j), which can be fully calculated based on voltage
v(t), c2 is a constant bias. This approach (Eq. (3) and Eq. (8))
is denoted as the “augmented Preisach model”.
D. Augmented Linear Model

N

Π−1 [yd − c](t) = p̂(r0 )(yd − c) +

j −1

p(rk )(rj − rk ), j ≥ 1,

r̂j = p(r0 )rj +

This approach (Eq. (3) and Eq. (9)) is denoted as the “augmented linear model”. The identification of the linear model is
solved with linear regression using MATLAB command polyfit.
Since a linear term cannot capture the hysteresis behavior, it is
expected that this approach would results in the worst modeling
and control performance.

p̂(r0 ) =

k =1

1
,
p(r0 )

and
p̂(r̂k ) = −

(p(r0 ) +

k
j =1

p(rk )
p(rj ))(p(r0 ) +

k −1
j =1

p(rj ))

,

k = 1, . . . , N.
B. Inversion of the Augmented GPI Model
Denote the desired output as yd . Rewrite Eq. (3) as
N

(9)

(11)

where

p(rj )Hrγj [v](t) + c =

Albeit simple, a linear model can be conveniently adopted:
HLinear [v](t) = kv(t) + c3 .

p̂(r̂k )Fr̂ k [yd − c](t),
k =1

j =0

yd − f1 (F )
.
f2 (F )

(12)

The inverse of the augmented GPI model is expressed as
⎧
y d −f 1 (F )
−1
−1

 −
⎪
⎪
⎨ γR ◦ Π ◦ ( f 2 (F ) − c), if yd (t) > yd (t ),

v̂(t) = γ −1 ◦ Π−1 ◦ ( y d −f 1 (F ) − c), if y  (t) < y  (t− ),
d
d
L
f 2 (F )
⎪
⎪
⎩ −
if yd (t) = yd (t− ).
v̂(t ),
(13)
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The experimental setup for displacement and voltage measurements.

Fig. 8. The experimental hysteresis measurements between displacement and
voltage under different loading forces, and modeling performances of the proposed three approaches.

B. Experimental Setup

Fig. 7.

The voltage input for model identification.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Material Selection and Manufacturing
While different materials can be utilized [4], we use the
V Technical Textiles Conductive Yarns (110/34 dtex, Denier:
110/34f) to create SCP actuators. The off-the-shelf conductive
nylon yarns are easily sourced in bulk quantities and still provide
up to 8% strain. The proposed methods apply to SCP actuators
with other composition methods [3].
The manufacturing process consists of coiling and heat treatment. The coiling can be realized as follows, one end of the
thread is attached to a motor, and a weight (50 g) is hung on
the other end to keep the thread taut. As the motor spins, the
mass is not allowed to rotate, resulting in twists to the thread
[4]. When the thread is completely coiled, it is double-backed to
prevent unwinding. Fully coiled muscle is formed at 402 ± 10
rotations/cm (coiled and double backed length). The heat
treatment procedure works by applying a square voltage pulse
(1 sec on, 9 sec off) across the coiled thread, which heats the
thread and then provides adequate cooling time. The peak voltage is chosen to be 1.0 V/cm of coiled thread length. After
applying multiple voltage pulses, the length of the coiled thread
converges and the muscle is obtained. The resting length of
the SCP actuator used in this study was approximately 70 mm.
More details on the manufacturing of SCP actuators can be
found in [4].

The experimental testbed, as shown in Fig. 6, consists of an
SCP actuator, a position sensor (SPS-L035-LATS, Honeywell)
with 0.04 mm resolution, and a tangential blower fan (QG030198/12, Ebm-papst) to provide even airflow environment, since
pockets of hot air were otherwise spotted; refer to [4] on its
effect to SCP actuation and relaxation. The position sensing
mechanism is to measure the position of a magnet accurately
by an array of magnetoresistive sensors. The additional mass
of the magnet and components is about 20 g. Voltage steps
were supplied by a pulse-width-modulated (PWM) circuit. Data
acquisition was realized in Labview.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Model Identification
The voltage input is chosen to be in the form of damped
oscillations, as shown in Fig. 7. Under a constant loading force,
a single hysteresis curve between displacement and voltage can
be obtained. A series of hysteresis curves are shown in Fig. 8
under different loading forces.
Although linear models can be adopted to approximate f1
and f2 , the following 2nd -order polynomials are utilized for
increased accuracy, as shown in Fig. 2(b):
D = 8.685 × 10−9 F 2 − 2.935 × 10−5 F + 0.045,

(14)

P = −2.039 × 10−9 F 2 + 5.527 × 10−6 F − 0.005.

(15)

1) Augmented GPI Model: The number of the generalized
play operators, N + 1, is chosen to be 11. Further increasing
N + 1 does not produce appreciable improvement in modeling
accuracy. In a similar way as [18], [19], [22], the radii are
pre-defined as r = (i − 1)/10, i = 1, 2, . . . , 11. The envelope
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Fig. 9. Left figure: the identified weights, p(rj ), j = 0, 1, . . . , 10., of the
augmented GPI model. Right figure: the identified weights of the augmented
Preisach model.

Fig. 10.

The modeling error comparison of the proposed three models.

functions are chosen to be the following linear functions:
γR (v(t)) = aR v(t) + bR ,

(16)

γL (v(t)) = aL v(t) + bL .

(17)

The parameters of the augmented GPI model are identified.
Fig. 10 shows the weights of the proposed model. The weights
are negative since the hysteresis is monotonically decreasing. It is identified that aR = 1.100, bR = 0.048, aL = 1.236,
bL = 0.088, and c = 0.396. Figs. 8 and 10 show the modeling
performance. Fig. 9 shows the modeling error and is obtained
based on Fig. 8. According to Fig. 8, 37 different voltage steps
are used in each loading condition and 8 loading conditions are
tested, a total of 296 data points are adopted for the modeling
error analysis. The maximum error and RMS error are 7.5%
and 2.7%, respectively. This model can accurately capture the
hysteresis of the SCP actuator.
2) Augmented Preisach Model: The number of discretization level of the model, L, is chosen to be 10. Fig. 9 shows
the model weights. It is identified that c2 = 0.498. Figs. 8 and
10 show the modeling performance. The maximum error and
RMS error are 7.3% and 2.4%, respectively. While this model
demonstrates comparable modeling accuracy as the augmented
GPI model, the implementation is more complicated [22]. It
is shown in Section VI.C that the inverse of this model is
more computationally expensive than that of the augmented
GPI model.
3) Augmented Linear Model: The augmented linear model
is also realized. It is identified that k = −0.173, c3 = 0.008.
Figs. 8 and 10 show the modeling performance. The maximum
error and RMS error are 20.4% and 6.9%, respectively. The
augmented linear model can only provide a rough approximation
of the hysteresis and results in the largest modeling error.

Fig. 11. (a) A voltage input for model verification. (b) The corresponding
steady-state displacement trajectory under voltage input in (a) 30 g loading is used. (c) The corresponding experimental displacement measurements.
(d) Errors in displacement predictions by the three modeling approaches.
(e) The maximum error and RMS error comparison of the three models.

Overall, the augmented GPI model and the augmented
Preisach model can effectively capture the hysteresis behavior in the SCP actuator. The RMS modeling errors are only
around 3%. Considering that the existing linear methods have
reported the modeling errors at 11% [12] and 7.8-9.3% [13], the
proposed methods in this work is significantly better.
B. Model Verification
In order to further validate the effectiveness of the model,
the model output and the experimental displacement can be
compared under different loading conditions. Fig. 11(a) shows
the voltage input that is applied to the SCP actuator, and
Fig. 11(b) shows the corresponding steady-state displacement
trajectory under 30 g loading. As can be seen, both the major
hysteresis curve and minor hysteresis curves are traversed. The
voltage input can indeed be utilized to verify the effectiveness
of the proposed model. The experimental measurements of the
steady-state displacement values are shown in Fig. 11(c), and
each data point is obtained from a single trial under a particular loading condition. Since 29 different voltage steps are used
in each loading condition and 8 loading conditions are tested,
a total of 232 data points are obtained. Fig. 11(d) shows the
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Fig. 13. A robotic arm actuated by three SCP actuators. The SCP actuators
serve as bicep muscle to control the motion of the arm [4].

Fig. 12. (a) A series of desired sinusoidal reference displacements. (b) Inverse
compensation errors of the proposed approaches. (c) The maximum and RMS
tracking error comparison.

displacement estimation errors under each scheme. The corresponding maximum and RMS estimation errors are provided
in Fig. 11(e). The augmented GPI model and the augmented
Preisach model can accurately estimate the hysteresis of the
SCP actuator.
C. Inverse Compensation
1) Displacement Control: The performance of the inverse
compensation is examined in open-loop displacement tracking
experiments. The desired displacement is chosen to be a series
of sinusoidal profiles under different loading forces, as shown in
Fig. 12(a), to test the effectiveness of the inverse compensation
algorithms. Corresponding voltage step values are calculated
off-line based on the inverse algorithms. Fig. 12(b) shows the
compensation errors. The maximum and RMS tracking errors
are provided in Fig. 12(c). It is shown that, the augmented
GPI model-based compensation scheme outperforms the augmented linear model-based scheme in precision, and produces
comparable performance as the augmented Preisach modelbased compensation.
Note that the proposed control methods are all open-loop
strategies, and it is understandable that the tracking errors are
sightly higher than existing closed-loop control methods [4],
[12], [13]. The advantages of the proposed open-loop inverse
compensation method over the closed-loop strategies are that
no displacement sensing equipment is needed and static motions can be realized. Furthermore, closed-loop control and
inverse compensation can be adopted together for hysteretic
systems [24], [31].

2) Computational Complexity: The inverse compensation
in this work is quasi-static, since it considers the steady-state
displacements. The compensation calculation is conducted
off-line. The compensated system can be approximated as a
linear system. Feedback control can be further developed, where
the on-line inversion is required [24], [31]. The computational
complexity of the inverse compensation is thus an important
factor to consider.
The computational complexities of the augmented GPI model
and Preisach model inverse are compared using the average time
of each compensation calculation. The computations were run
using Matlab on a Lenovo Thinkpad T420 with 2.80 GHz CPU
and 4.00 GB memory. The average time for each calculation of
the augmented GPI model inverse is 1.3 ms, while the average
time for the augmented Preisach model inverse calculation is
5.4 ms. It is thus evident that the augmented GPI model is
advantageous over the augmented Preisach model in overall
accuracy and efficiency.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Three new hysteresis models are proposed to characterize the
hysteresis between voltage input and contraction length of an
SCP actuator. By incorporating the relationship between hysteresis curves and loading forces, the proposed models can efficiently estimate the hysteresis in SCP actuators under different
loading forces. Open-loop position control is further realized
through inverse compensation. Experimental results show that
the proposed schemes can effectively estimate and compensate
the hysteresis. The augmented GPI model presents the best overall performance considering its superior modeling and control
accuracy and the good computational efficiency.
Being a widely-accessible and adaptable muscle-like actuator, the SCP actuators have the potential to transform artificial muscle technology, especially for robotic applications (e.g.,
robotic arm in Fig. 13). Their significant strain production could
enable large range of robot motion, and their fast relaxation
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property facilitates the realization of fast robot motion. Additional advantages include ease of manufacturing, low-cost,
light-weight, and compliance.
The hysteresis model considered in this paper is quasi-static
and rate-independent, since it describes the actuation behavior
at the steady state under a series of constant voltage steps. In
future work, the thermal dynamics of the SCP actuator will be
incorporated, and closed-loop control will be investigated by
combining feedback with the proposed inverse compensation
scheme. In addition, for robotic applications such as the robotic
arm in Fig. 13, the design challenge of identifying specific actuator configurations (size, range of actuation in load and in
strain) can use the model developed in this paper to determine
the optimal design of SCP actuators. An extension of this work
is to perform multi-dimensional hysteresis characterization and
inverse compensation, which would fully capture the minor system hystereses observed. As a higher order hysteresis model is
proposed, the curse of dimensionality applies and the task of
collecting sufficient experimental data to cover the hysteretic
space becomes significant. Few strategies exist dealing with
multi-variable hysteresis schemes, and none provide an inverse
compensation method. Such methods will be useful for not only
SCP actuators but also SMAs and other artificial muscles, and
is worth investigating.
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